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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Case
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact110.02.1010

Title: Case

Date: 1905 – 1950

Material: skin; fibre; metal

Dimensions: 17.0 cm

Description: Handmade tooled leather pouch with zipper closure, mountain scene
embossed on one side with sheep and goat, other side has embossed
initials: “FHR”.

Subject: packers and guides

crafts

leatherwork

Bert Riggall

Credit: Gift of Dale Burton, Surrey, 1999

Catalogue Number: 110.02.1010
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Necklace
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.01.3027

Title: Necklace

Date: 1974

Material: horn; skin

Dimensions: 16.0 x 65.0 cm

Description: One antelope horn hangs from a buckskin necklace (2.5 cm wide, 67.0
circumference) with scalloped edges. Buckskin medallions with fringe
hang from top of horn each side. Tag in CRW's writing: "Archie most
fastest horses or vauable (sic) hores (sic) to chase horses wore the
necklace an antelope horn Scott 1974."

Subject: Indigenous

Stoney

Archie Daniels

regalia

leatherwork

Credit: Gift of Catharine Robb Whyte, O. C., Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: 103.01.3027

Images
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Purse
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.08.3009

Title: Purse

Date: 1970

Material: skin; metal

Dimensions: 11.0 x 14.5 cm

Description: Thick leather fold-over purse decorated with four rows of brass tacks
curved arond a cross at the centre of the top flap. Back of purse has a 2.5
cm wide leather strap for slipping belt through. Tag printed with
“ALBERTA STONEY INDIAN HAND CRAFTS MORLEY - ALBERTA”
with a teepee and symbols. The reverse of the tag has CRW's writing:
"Purse for belt belonged to Edwin Dixons mother - Belt he wore & is worn
out Mina Lefthand - blind since he was 7."

Subject: Indigenous, Stoney

crafts

leatherwork

Edwin Dixon

Mina Lefthand

Credit: Gift of Catharine Robb Whyte, O. C., Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: 103.08.3009
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